1 - Place basket bottom side up. Undo the two Velcro flaps at both extremities of the outside bottom panel and insert two of the four Metal Support Bars at either side. The short ends of the Metal Support Bars will slide into the small slits on front basket and slits under straps located on back of basket. Secure both support bars by closing the Velcro flaps.

2 - While keeping basket in bottom side up position, insert narrow end of the Stabilizer Bar in the center opening of the bottom of basket. Slight force will be required to ensure that the Stabilizer Bar is pushed past the Velcro patch sewn in the pocket interior. It is important to insert the Stabilizer Bar completely in and to apply pressure onto the Velcro patch to secure it closed and prevent the Stabilizer Bar from sliding out.

3 - Turn basket right side up and while open, unfold the four side Velcro flaps and slide the Front / Back Inserts into pockets located along the inner front and back walls of the basket.

4 - Place Side Inserts on either side of the basket.

5 - Place the Cushioned Base on bottom of basket.

6 - For added strength to your basket frame, place the final two Metal Support Bars along the side panels between the insert and basket wall, resting the shorter edge of the bar on top of the front and back insert pockets. This keeps the Metal Support Bars in place and prevents them from sliding down.

Once all four inserts and two Metal Support Bars are in place, fold down the four flaps and press firmly over Velcro strips to ensure all pieces are secured in place. Basket is now ready to be secured to your bicycle!

7 - Rest the Stabilizer Bar against the main tube, while making sure the brake lines are not compromised.

8 - Fasten the two strap clasps through the rectangular metal rings and then around the handle bars. Tighten the straps tightly, ensuring that the basket is leveled horizontally and bottom is not obstructing the front tire or encumbering the break lines.

Once your basket is fully secured and stable, you can place your pet safely into the basket and attach the adjustable safety hook, located on the inside of the basket, to your pet’s harness (collar is not recommended). Never leave your pet unattended in the basket.

**IMPORTANT**

It is recommended to double loop the ends of the straps back through the buckle sliders to ensure the straps will remain in locked position (see image).

**Maximum Weight Capacity**

15 Lbs.

**DISCLAIMER:** Not responsible for injury or damage caused by the misuse of this product.
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